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Cohen’s kappa is a widely used association coeQcient for summarizing interrater agreement on a nominal scale. Kappa reduces the
ratings of the two observers to a single number. With three or more categories it is more informative to summarize the ratings by
category coeQcients that describe the information for each category separately. Examples of category coeQcients are the sensitivity
or speciUcity of a category or the Bloch-Kraemer weighted kappa. However, in many research studies one is oYen only interested in
a single overall number that roughly summarizes the agreement. It is shown that both the overall observed agreement and Cohen’s
kappa are weighted averages of various category coeQcients and thus can be used to summarize these category coeQcients.

1. Introduction

In various Uelds of science it is frequently required that an
observer classiUes a set of subjects into three ormore nominal
categories that are deUned in advance.Le observer may be a
clinician who classiUes children on the severity of a disease,
a pathologist that rates the severity of lesions from scans, or
a coder that transcribes interviews. If the observer did not
fully understand what he or she was asked to interpret, or if
the deUnition of the categories is ambiguous, the reliability
of the rating system is at stake. To assess the reliability of
the system researchers typically ask two or more observers
to rate the same set of subjects independently. An analysis
of the agreement between the observers can then be used
as an indicator of the quality of the category deUnitions and
the raters’ ability to apply them. High agreement between
the ratings would indicate consensus in the diagnosis and
interchangeability of the ratings.

Lere are several association coeQcients that can be used
for summarizing agreement between two observers [1–3]. In
biomedical and behavioral science research the most widely
used coeQcient for summarizing agreement on a scale with
two or more nominal categories is Cohen’s kappa [4–8]. Le
coeQcient has been applied in thousand of research studies
and is also frequently used for summarizing agreement if we
have ! observers of one type paired with ! observers of a
second type, and each of the 2! observers assigns a subject

to one of " categories. A closely related coeQcient is Scott’s
pi [9]. Le latter coeQcient is commonly used in the Ueld
of content analysis [2, 10]. Le two coeQcients have similar
formulas anddiaer in howagreement under chance is deUned
[3, 11].

Cohen’s kappa reduces the ratings of the two observers to
a single real number. To provide a proper interpretation of the
coeQcient one must Urst understand its meaning. Lere are
two descriptions of kappa in the literature. Le observed or
raw agreement is the proportion of subjects that is classiUed
into the same nominal categories by both observers. Several
authors have argued that the overall observed agreement is
artiUcially high and should be corrected for agreement due
to chance [4, 6, 12]. Kappa can be described as a chance-
corrected version of the observed agreement. Le second
interpretation of kappa involves the 2 × 2 tables that are
obtained by combining all the categories of the agreement
table other than the one of current interest into a single
category. If we have" categories, there are" associated 2× 2
tables, one for each category. For each 2 × 2 table we may
calculate the kappa value. Le value of a category kappa is
a measure of the agreement between the observers on the
particular category [13, 14]. Le overall kappa is a weighted
average of the" category kappas [15–17].

Le interpretation of the overall kappa as an average of
the category kappas has two consequences. On the one hand,
if the category kappas are quite diaerent, for example, high
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agreement on one category but low agreement on another
category, the overall kappa cannot fully regect the complexity
of the agreement between the observers [18]. If a researcher
is interested in understanding the patterns of agreement and
disagreement, it would be good practice to report (various)
category coeQcients for the individual categories, since this
provides substantially more information than reporting only
a single number. Alternatively, one can use log-linear or latent
classmodels formodeling agreement [19]. On the other hand,
since the overall kappa is a weighted average, its value lies
somewhere between the minimum and maximum of the cat-
egory kappas. Le overall kappa thus in a sense summarizes
the agreement on the categories. If one is interested in a single
number that roughly summarizes the agreement between the
observers, which appears to be the case in many applications
of Cohen’s kappa, then kappa can be used.

In this paper we present several new interpretations of the
overall observed agreement, Cohen’s kappa, and Scott’s pi.
Le results presented here can be seen as support for the use of
these coeQcients as summary coeQcients of the information
on the categories. Le paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we present deUnitions of various category coef-
Ucients and three overall coeQcients. Le new interpreta-
tions are based on the correction for chance function and
weighted averaging function of category coeQcients. Le
domains and codomains of these functions are coeQcient
spaces.Lese spaces are also deUned in Section 2. In Section 3
we deUne the correction for chance function, study some of
its properties, and present an application. In Section 4 we
deUne the weighted averaging function and study some of
its properties. As an application of this function it is shown
that Cohen’s kappa is an average of Bloch-Kraemer weighted
kappas. A numerical illustration of this result is presented
in Section 6. Finally, in Section 5 the composition of the
correction for chance function and the averaging function
is studied. It is shown that the functions commute under
composition. It then follows that Cohen’s kappa and Scott’s pi
are both averages of chance-corrected category coeQcients,
as well as chance-corrected versions of a weighted average of
the category coeQcients.Le category coeQcients include the
sensitivity, speciUcity, and the positive andnegative predictive
values of the categories. Section 7 contains a conclusion.

2. Association Coefficients

2.1. CoeHcient Spaces. For a population of ! subjects, let $!"
denote the proportion classiUed into category % by the Urst
observer and into category & by the second observer, where1 ≤ %, & ≤ ". Le" categories are nominal. DeUne

$!+ = ∑
"
$!", $+! = ∑

"
$"!. (1)

Le quantities $!+ and $+! are the marginal totals of the table{$!"}. Ley satisfy

∑
!
$!+ = ∑

!
$+! = 1. (2)

For a Uxed number of categories " ≥ 2, association coefU-
cients are here deUned as functions from the set of all" × "

tables with proportions into the real numbers.Le domain of
the functions is deUned as

* = {{{
{$!"} | 0 ≤ $!" ≤ 1, ∑

!,"
$!" = 1}}}

. (3)

An association coeQcient 8 is then a function 8 : * →
R that assigns a real number to a contingency table. For
many association coeQcients the codomain is either the
closed interval [0, 1] or the interval [−1, 1]. For notational
convenience we will assume in this paper that all association
coeQcients have maximum value unity (8 ≤ 1).

Le set of all association coeQcients is given by {8 : * →
R}. For most theoretical studies this set is too big. It turns
out that the association coeQcients that are used in data-
analytic applications in real life belong to speciUc subsets of{8 : * → R}. For example, some association coeQcients
only describe the information for a particular category %. For
category % all information is summarized in the element $!!
and the totals $!+ and $+!. Le diagonal element $!! denotes
the proportions of subjects classiUed into category % by both
raters. It indicates how oYen the raters agreed on category %.
Le marginal totals $!+ and $+! indicate how oYen category% was used by the raters. Let <! = <!($!+, $+!) and @! =@!($!+, $+!) be functions of the marginal totals $!+ and $+!.
For category % ∈ {1, 2, . . . , "} we deUne the set

B ! = {8 : * D→ R | 8 = $!! + <!@! , 8 ≤ 1} . (4)

Given Uxed marginal totals $!+ and $+!, the coeQcient spaceB ! consists of all linear transformations of $!!. In the context
of a validity study, examples of coeQcients in B ! are the
sensitivity $!!/$!+, the positive predictive value $!!/$+!, and
the speciUcity and the negative predictive value of category%. Additional examples of elements in B ! are presented in the
next section.

2.2. Examples of Category CoeHcients. Since we are only in-
terested in the quantities $!! and $!+ and $+! associated with
category %, we can collapse the" × " contingency table {$!"}
into a 2 × 2 table by combining all categories except category%. Table 1 presents the collapsed 2 × 2 table for category %. A2×2 table can be the result of a reliability study involving two
observers but also of a validity study. In the latter case a new
test is usually compared to a “more-or-less gold standard.” For
example, in a medical test evaluation one has a gold standard
evaluation of the presence/absence or type of a disease against
which a new test can be assessed. In this paper the rows of
the contingency tables are associated with the gold standard,
while the columns are associated with the new test.

Lere is a vast literature on association coeQcients for 2×2
tables [21–24]. Many of these coeQcients are elements of B !.
We consider three parameter families.

Example 1. Let H ∈ [0, 1] be a weight and consider for % ∈{1, 2, . . . , "} the functions
I! (H) = $!!H$!+ + (1 − H) $+! . (5)
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Table 1: Collapsed 2 × 2 table for category %.
Observer 1

Observer 2

% All others Total

% $!! $!+ − $!! $!+
All others $+! − $!! 1 − $!+ − $+! + $!! 1 − $!+
Total $+! 1 − $+! 1

CoeQcient I!(1) is the sensitivity of category %, while I!(0)
is the positive predictive value. Le coeQcient I!(1/2) is the
coeQcient proposed in Dice [25], a widely used coeQcient in
ecological biology.

Lemma 2 shows that for all H the function I!(H) belongs toB !, the coeQcient space associated with category %.
Lemma 2. One has I!(H) ∈ B ! for all H ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. We Urst show that I!(H) ≤ 1 for all H. We have$!! ≤ min{$!+, $+!}, since the value of $!! cannot exceed the
marginal totals $!+ and $+!. Furthermore, note that for Uxed$!+ and $+! the set {H$!+ + (1 − H)$+!} is convex. It consists of
all values between min{$!+, $+!} and max{$!+, $+!}. Since $!+
and $+! are nonnegative, all elements in the convex set {H$!++(1 − H)$+!} are larger than or equal to min{$!+, $+!}. Hence,$!! ≤ H$!+ + (1 − H)$+! for all H and it follows that I!(H) ≤ 1
for all H.

Next, we can write I!(H) as ($!! + <!)/@!, where
<! = 0, (6a)

@! = H$!+ + (1 − H) $+!. (6b)

Hence, I!(H) ∈ B ! for all H ∈ [0, 1].
Example 3. Let H, J ∈ [0, 1] be weights and consider the
function

K! (H, J) = $!! + J (1 − $!+ − $+!)H$!+ + (1 − H) $+! + J (1 − $!+ − $+!) . (7)

Lis two-parameter family was Urst studied in Warrens [24].
Note that K!(H, 0) = I!(H); that is, if J = 0 we obtain the
functions fromExample 1. SinceI!(H) ≤ 1 for all H (Lemma 2),
we also haveK!(H, J) ≤ 1 for all H, J. Furthermore, we canwriteK!(H, J) as ($!! + <!)/@!, where

<! = J (1 − $!+ − $+!) , (8)

@! = H$!+ + (1 − H) $+! + J (1 − $!+ − $+!) . (9)

Hence, K!(H, J) ∈ B ! for all H, J ∈ [0, 1]. Several additional
coeQcients from the literature are special cases of K!(H, J).
CoeQcient K!(1/2, 1/2) is the observed agreement of the
collapsed 2 × 2 table associated with category %, while coeQ-
cientsK!(0, 1) andK!(1, 1) are, respectively, the speciUcity and
negative predictive value of category %.
Example 4. For measuring validity in a 2 × 2 study, Bloch
and Kraemer [26] proposed the weighted kappa coeQcient.

Le coeQcient is based on an acknowledgment that the clini-
cal consequences of a false negative may be quite diaerent
from the clinical consequences of a false positive. A false
negative may delay treatment of a patient, while a false
positive may result in unnecessary treatment. Le Bloch-
Kraemer weighted kappa is unique in that it requires that a
real number H ∈ [0, 1]must be speciUed a priori indicating the
relative importance of the false negatives to the false positives.
For category % the weighted kappa is deUned as [26, page 273]:

N! (H) = $!! − $!+$+!H$!+ (1 − $+!) + (1 − H) (1 − $!+) $+! . (10)

For all H, coeQcient N!(H) can be used in the context of the
utility of association [26]. CoeQcient (10) is a asymmetric
special case of the weighted kappa proposed in Cohen [27].
Le latter weighted kappa is widely used with agreement
tables with three or more ordinal categories [28–30].

CoeQcient N!(1/2) is the ordinary Cohen’s kappa for the2 × 2 table associated with category %. It is a standard tool in
a 2 × 2 reliability study. It is sometimes called the reliability
of category % [13, 14]. CoeQcient N!(1) is the coeQcient of
conditional agreement proposed in Coleman [31] (see [32,
page 367], and [33, page 397]). Lis coeQcient can be used if
one is interested in the agreement between the observers for
those subjects which the Urst observer assigned to category %.

Since

H$!+ (1 − $+!) + (1 − H) (1 − $!+) $+!
= H$!+ − H$!+$+! + (1 − H) $+! − $!+$+! + H$!+$+!
= H$!+ + (1 − H) $+! − $!+$+!,

(11)

we can write (10) as

N! (H) = $!! − $!+$+!H$!+ + (1 − H) $+! − $!+$+! . (12)

We can write (12) as ($!! + <!)/@!, where
<! = −$!+$+!, (13a)

@! = H$!+ + (1 − H) $+! − $!+$+!. (13b)

Hence, N!(H) ∈ B ! for all H ∈ [0, 1].
Example 5. For the 2 × 2 table associated with category %, the
intraclass kappa [26, page 276] can be deUned as

O! = $!! − (($!+ + $+!)/2)2
($!+ + $+!) /2 − (($!+ + $+!)/2)2 . (14)

Le letter O was originally used by Scott [9]. Bloch and
Kraemer [26] showed that this coeQcient can be used in
the context of agreement. Le intraclass kappa satisUes the
classical deUnition of reliability [15, 18]. We can write (14) as($!! + <!)/@!, where

<! = −($!+ + $+!2 )
2, (15a)

@! = $!+ + $+!2 − (
$!+ + $+!2 )

2. (15b)

Hence, O! ∈ B !.
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2.3. Examples of Overall CoeHcients. CoeQcients in the setsB ! for % ∈ {1, 2, . . . , "} only describe the information of one
category at a time. Other association coeQcients summarize
the information in all categories at once. Let

< = < ($1+, . . . , $#+, $+1, . . . , $+#) ,
@ = @ ($1+, . . . , $#+, $+1, . . . , $+#) (16)

be functions of the marginal totals and deUne the set

B = {8 : * D→ R | 8 = ∑! $!! + <@ , 8 ≤ 1} . (17)

Given Uxed marginal totals the coeQcient space B consists of
all linear transformations of the overall observed agreement∑! $!!. Clearly, ∑! $!! is an element of B. Other examples are
Cohen’s kappa and Scott’s pi.Le population value of Cohen’s
kappa is deUned as [34]

N = ∑! $!! − ∑! $!+$+!1 − ∑! $!+$+! . (18)

Le numerator of kappa is the diaerence between the actual
probability of agreement and the probability of agreement
in the case of statistical independence of the ratings. Le
denominator of kappa is the maximum possible value of the
numerator. Kappa has value 1 when there is perfect agreement
between the observers, 0 when agreement is equal to that
expected by chance, and a negative value when agreement
is less than that expected by chance. We can write kappa as(∑! $!! + <)/@, where

< = −∑
!
$!+$+!, (19a)

@ = 1 −∑
!
$!+$+!. (19b)

Le population value of Scott’s pi is deUned as [2, 9, 11]

O = ∑! $!! − ∑! (($!+ + $+!)/2)21 − ∑! (($!+ + $+!)/2)2 . (20)

Le diaerences in the deUnitions of agreement under chance
are discussed in Examples 9 and 10 in the next section. We
always have the inequality N ≥ O [3].
3. Correction for Chance

In this section we deUne the correction for chance function.
Le expectation S(8) of a coeQcient 8 is conditionally upon
Uxed marginal totals. Le correction for chance function is
denoted by T. For 8 ∈ B ! it is deUned as

T : B ! D→ B !, 8 UD→ 8 − S (8)1 − S (8) . (21)

For an association coeQcient8 ∈ B the correction for chance
function is deUned as

T : B D→ B, 8 UD→ 8 − S (8)1 − S (8) . (22)

Le short formula is in both cases given by [3, 22, 35]

T (8) = 8 − S (8)1 − S (8) . (23)

We assume in (23) that S(8) < 1 to avoid indeterminacy.
Lemma 6 presents an alternative expression for T(8) if 8 ∈B !.
Lemma 6. Let 8 ∈ B ! with 8 = ($!! + <!)/@!. One has

T (8) = $!! − S ($!!)@! − <! − S ($!!) . (24)

Proof. Let 8 ∈ B ! with 8 = ($!! + <!)/@!. Since S is a linear
operator we have

S (8) = S ($!!) + <!@! . (25)

Using8 and S(8) in (25) in (23) and multiplying all terms of
the result by @!, we obtain the expression in (24).

Lemma 7 presents an alternative expression for T(8) if8 ∈ B. Le proof of Lemma 7 is similar to the proof of
Lemma 6.

Lemma 7. Let 8 ∈ B with 8 = (∑! $!! + <)/@. One has
T (8) = ∑! ($!! − S ($!!))@ − < − ∑! S ($!!) . (26)

Le functionT is a map from B ! to B ! if B ! is closed underT. Lemma 8 shows that this is the case.

Lemma 8. De spaces B ! and B are closed under T.
Proof. We present the proof for 8 ∈ B ! only. Le proof for8 ∈ B follows from using similar arguments.

Let 8 ∈ B ! with 8 = ($!! + <!)/@!. Le formula for T(8)
is presented in (24). Since S($!!) is a function of the marginal
totals $!+ and $+! we can write T(8) as ($!! + <∗! )/@∗! , where

<∗! = −S ($!!) , (27a)

@∗! = @! − <! − S ($!!) . (27b)

Hence, T(8) ∈ B !, and the result follows.

Formula (24) shows that elements of B ! coincide aYer
correction for chance if they have the same diaerence @! −<!,
regardless of the choice of S($!!). Lis suggests the following
deUnition. Two coeQcients 81, 82 ∈ B ! are said to be
equivalent with respect to (24), denoted by 81 ∼ 82, if they
have the same diaerence @! − <!. It can be shown that ∼ is an
equivalence relation on B !.Le equivalence relation ∼ divides
the elements of B ! into equivalence classes, one class for each
value of the diaerence @! − <!.

Diaerent deUnitions ofS($!!)provide diaerent versions of
the correction for chance formula.We consider two examples
of S($!!). Additional examples can be found in [2, 3, 11, 22].
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Example 9. Le expected value of $!! under statistical inde-
pendence is given by

S ($!!) = $!+$+!. (28)

In this case we assume that the data are a product of chance
concerning two diaerent frequency distributions.

Example 10. Alternatively, we may assume that the data are a
product of chance concerning a single frequency distribution
[9, 11]. Le common parameter is usually estimated by the
arithmetic mean of the marginals totals $!+ and $+!. Hence,
in this case we have

S ($!!) = ($!+ + $+!2 )
2. (29)

Lemma 11 presents an application of the correction for
chance function. In Lemma 11 the function is combined with
Example 9. Le result shows how the functions in Examples
1 and 3 are related to the function N!(H) in Example 4.

Lemma 11. Assume (28) holds. Den T(K!(H, J)) = N!(H) for allH and J.
Proof. Using <! and @! in (8) and (9) we have

@! − <! = H$!+ + (1 − H) $+!. (30)

Using (28) and (30) in (24) we obtain N!(H) in (12).

4. Averaging over Categories

In this section we deUne a function that connects the asso-
ciation coeQcients in the coeQcient spaces B1, B2, . . . , B# to
the coeQcients in the space B. For % ∈ {1, 2, . . . , "} let8 ! ∈ B !
with8 ! = ($!! + <!)/@!. For these" coeQcients we deUne the
function

X: B1 × B2 × ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ × B# D→ B,
(81, 82, . . . , 8#) UD→ ∑! ($!! + <!)∑! @! ,

(31)

or

X(81, 82, . . . , 8#) = ∑! ($!! + <!)∑! @! . (32)

Lus, X(81, 82, . . . , 8#) is the weighted average of the 8 !
using the denominators @! of the8 ! as weights.Lis weighted
average is similar to the arithmetic mean of the category
coeQcients. In the calculation of the arithmetic mean each
category coeQcient contributes equally to the Unal average.
In the calculation ofX some category coeQcients contribute
more than others. We check whether function (32) is well-
deUned.

Lemma 12. Function (32) is well-dePned.

Proof. It must be shown that

8 = ∑! $!! + ∑! <!∑! @! (33)

is an element of B. Since <! and @! each are functions of
the marginal totals $!+ and $+!, the sums ∑! <! and ∑! @! are

also functions of the marginal totals. Hence, we can write8 = (∑! $!! + ∑! <!)/∑! @! as 8 = (∑! $!! + <)/@, where
< = ∑
!
<!, (34a)

@ = ∑
!
@!, (34b)

from which the result follows.

In the remainder of this section we consider some results
associated with the weighted average function in (32). If
we Ux H, then (5) provides " association coeQcients for
describing the agreement between the observers, one for each
category. Lemma 13 shows that a weighted average of these
coeQcients is equivalent to the overall observed agreement∑! $!!, regardless of the value of H.
Lemma 13. Let H ∈ [0, 1] be Pxed. One has

X(I1 (H) , I2 (H) , . . . , I# (H)) = ∑
!
$!!. (35)

Proof. Le formula ofX is presented in (32). Using <! and @!
in (6a) and (6b) we have

∑
!
($!! + <!) = ∑

!
$!!, (36)

and, using identity (2),

∑
!
@! = H∑

!
$!+ + (1 − H)∑

!
$+! = H + 1 − H = 1. (37)

If we Ux H, then (12) provides us with " Bloch-Kraemer
weighted kappas for describing the agreement between the
observers, one for each category. Lemma 14 shows that a
weighted average of these coeQcients is equivalent to Cohen’s
kappa in (18), regardless of our choice of H.
Lemma 14. Let H ∈ [0, 1] be Pxed. One has

X(N1 (H) , N2 (H) , . . . , N# (H)) = N. (38)

Proof. Le formula ofX is presented in (32). Using <! and @!
in (13a) and (13b) we have

∑
!
($!! + <!) = ∑

!
($!! − $!+$+!) , (39)

which is the numerator of N, and, using identity (2),
∑
!
@! = ∑

!
(H$!+ + (1 − H) $+! − $!+$+!)

= H∑
!
$!+ + (1 − H)∑

!
$+! −∑

!
$!+$+!

= H + 1 − H −∑
!
$!+$+!

= 1 −∑
!
$!+$+!,

(40)

which is the denominator of N.
Lemma 15 shows that if we apply X to the intraclass

kappas O! in Example 5 then we obtain Scott’s pi.
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Lemma 15. One has

X(O1, O2, . . . , O#) = O. (41)

Proof. Le formula ofX is presented in (32). Using <! and @!
in (15a) and (15b) we have

∑
!
($!! + <!) = ∑

!
$!! −∑

!
($!+ + $+!2 )

2, (42)

which is the numerator of O, and, using identity (2),
∑
!
@! = ∑

!

$!+ + $+!2 −∑! (
$!+ + $+!2 )

2

= 1 −∑
!
($!+ + $+!2 )

2,
(43)

which is the denominator of O.
5. Composition of Functions

In Sections 3 and 4 we studied the correction for chance
function and the weighted average function separately. In
this section we study the composition of the two functions.
Lemma 16 shows that the two functions commute. Hence,
changing the order of the functions does not change the
result.

Lemma 16. For % ∈ {1, 2, . . . , "} let 8 ! ∈ B ! with 8 ! = ($!! +<!)/@!. One has
X(T (81) , T (82) , . . . , T (8#))
= T (X (81, 82, . . . , 8#)) . (44)

Proof. Wewill show that both compositions are equivalent to

∑! ($!! − S ($!!))∑! (@! − <!) − ∑! S ($!!) . (45)

Le formula for the T(8 !) is presented in (24). Adding the
numerators of (24) we obtain the numerator of (45) and
adding the denominators of (24) we obtain the denominator
of (45). Hence,X(T(81), T(82), . . . , T(8#)) is equivalent to
(45).

Le formula forX(81, 82, . . . , 8#) is presented in (32).
Le coeQcient can be written as (∑! $!! + <)/@, where < and@ are presented in (34a) and (34b). Using this < and @ in (26)
we also obtain (45).

Lemma 16 shows that we can either take the average of
the chance-corrected versions of coeQcients 81, 82, . . . , 8#
or take a weighted average of coeQcients and then correct
the overall coeQcient for agreement due to chance.Le result
will be the same. CoeQcient (45) contains two quantities that
must be speciUed, namely, the expectationS($!!) and the sum
of the diaerences @! − <!. Using, for Uxed H, <! and @! in (6a)
and (6b), (8) and (9), (13a) and (13b), or (15a) and (15b) we
obtain

∑
!
(@! − <!) = 1. (46)

Identity (46) shows that all coeQcients discussed in Section 2
belong to a speciUc family of linear transformations. An
example of a coeQcient that does not belong to this family
is the phi coeQcient in (50). For other examples, see [22].

Using identity (46) in (45) we obtain the overall coeQ-
cient

∑! ($!! − S ($!!))1 − ∑! S ($!!) . (47)

If we use S($!!) in (28) in (47) we obtain Cohen’s kappa,
whereas if we use S($!!) in (29) in (47) we obtain Scott’s pi.
Le overall kappa is not a weighted average of phi coeQcients.

6. A Numerical Illustration

In this section we present a numerical illustration of
Lemma 14, which shows that for Uxed H Cohen’s kappa is
a weighted average of the Bloch-Kraemer weighted kappas
associated with each category. Let !!" denote the observed
number of subjects that are classiUed into category % by the
Urst observer and into category & by the second observer.
Assuming a multinominal sampling model with the total
numbers of subjects ! Uxed, the maximum likelihood esti-
mate of the cell probability $!" is given by $̂!" = !!"/!. We
obtain the maximum likelihood estimates N̂!(H) and N̂ by
replacing the cell probabilities $!" by the $̂!" in the Bloch-
Kraemer weighted kappas in (12) and Cohen’s kappa in (18)
[33, page 396]. Let

\1 =
#∑
!=1
$̂!!, \3 =

#∑
!=1
$̂!! ($̂!+ + $̂+!) ,

\2 =
#∑
!=1
$̂!+$̂+!, \4 =

#∑
!=1

#∑
"=1
$̂!"($̂+! + $̂"+)2.

(48)

Le approximate large sample variance of N̂ [33, 34, 36] is
given by

`2 (N̂) = 1! [[
\1 (1 − \1)
(1 − \2)2 +

2 (1 − \1) (2\1\2 − \3)
(1 − \2)3

+(1 − \1)
2 (\4 − 4\22)
(1 − \2)4

]
]
.

(49)

Le product-moment correlation coeQcient or phi coeQ-
cient for the 2 × 2 table associated with category % is given
by

f! = $̂!! − $̂!+$̂+!
√$̂!+ (1 − $̂!+) $̂+! (1 − $̂+!)

. (50)

Le asymptotic variance [26, page 279] of N̂!(H) is given by

`2 (N̂! (H)) = $̂!+ (1 − $̂!+) $̂+! (1 − $̂+!)
![H$̂!+(1 − $̂+!) + (1 − H)(1 − $̂!+)$̂+!]2 ⋅ j,

(51)
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Table 2: Research and clinical diagnoses of disorders in 223 psychotic patients [20].

Research diagnosis
Clinical diagnosis

Schizophrenia Bipolar disorder Depression Other Total

Schizophrenia 40 6 4 15 65

Bipolar disorder 4 25 1 5 35

Depression 4 2 21 9 36

Other 17 13 12 45 87

Total 65 46 38 74 223

Table 3: Bloch-Kraemer weighted kappas for categories Schizophrenia, Bipolar disorder, Depression, and Other, for H ∈ {0, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 1}.
H Schizophrenia Bipolar disorder Depression Other

N̂% (H) 95% CI N̂& (H) 95% CI N̂' (H) 95% CI N̂( (H) 95% CI

0 0.457 (0.330–0.585) 0.458 (0.339–0.578) 0.467 (0.318–0.616) 0.357 (0.213–0.503)1
3 0.457 (0.330–0.585) 0.506 (0.375–0.639) 0.476 (0.325–0.629) 0.326 (0.194–0.459)

1
2 0.457 (0.330–0.585) 0.534 (0.396–0.674) 0.482 (0.328–0.636) 0.312 (0.186–0.440)

2
3 0.457 (0.330–0.585) 0.565 (0.419–0.713) 0.487 (0.332–0.643) 0.300 (0.178–0.422)

1 0.457 (0.330–0.585) 0.640 (0.474–0.807) 0.498 (0.339–0.657) 0.277 (0.165–0.390)

where

j = 1 + 4l!+l+!f! − (1 + 3l2!+ + 3l2+!) f2! + 2l!+l+!f3! ,
l!+ = (1/2) − $̂!+√$̂!+ (1 − $̂!+)

, l+! = (1/2) − $̂+!√$̂+! (1 − $̂+!)
.
(52)

To illustrate Lemma 14 we consider the data in Table 2
taken from Fennig et al. [20]. Lese authors investigated the
accuracy of clinical diagnosis in psychotic patients. As a gold
standard they used the ratings of two project psychiatrists,
called the research diagnosis. Table 2 presents the cross-
classiUcation of the research and clinical diagnoses. Le
estimate of the overall kappa for these data is N̂ = 0.432 with
95% conUdence interval (0.341–0.522), indicating a moderate
overall level of agreement. Table 3 presents the estimates of
the Bloch-Kraemer weighted kappas for the four categories,
labeled S, B, D, and O, for Uve distinct values of H. Le table
also presents the associated 95%conUdence intervals between
parentheses.

Le statistics for category Schizophrenia in Table 3 are
equivalent for all values of H because $̂%+ = $̂+% = 65/223 =0.291. We have N̂%(H) = 0.457 with 95% conUdence interval
(0.330–0.585), indicating a moderate level of agreement on
Schizophrenia.Le level of agreement on the other categories
depends on the value of H. Le agreement on categories
Bipolar disorder and Depression is higher than that of
Schizophrenia for all values of H, while the agreement on
category Other is lowest for all values of H. Finally, recall
that, for Uxed H, the overall kappa is a weighted average of

Table 4: Hypothetical diagnoses of three disorders in 174 psychotic
patients.

Diagnosis I
Diagnosis II

Total
A B C

Type A 12 0 6 18

Type B 24 96 0 120

Type C 0 24 12 36

Total 36 120 18 174

the Bloch-Kraemer weighted kappas. For example, for H = 0
we have

((0.207) (0.457) + (0.174) (0.458)
+ (0.143) (0.467) + (0.202) (0.357))
× (0.207 + 0.174 + 0.143 + 0.202)−1
= 0.432,

(53)

and for H = 2/3 we have
((0.207) (0.457) + (0.141) (0.565)
+ (0.137) (0.487) + (0.241) (0.300))
× (0.207 + 0.141 + 0.137 + 0.241)−1
= 0.432.

(54)

Le data in Tables 2 and 3 show that if we use the same
category coeQcients for all categories, then the coeQcients
in general produce diaerent values. Lis observation holds
for almost all real life data. Table 4 presents a hypothetical
data set with three nominal categories. Table 5 presents
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Table 5: Bloch-Kraemer weighted kappas for categories A, B, and C, for H ∈ {0, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 1}.
H A B C

N̂*(H) 95% CI N̂&(H) 95% CI N̂-(H) 95% CI

0 0.256 (0.139–0.374) 0.356 (0.208–0.504) 0.580 (0.315–0.846)1
3 0.315 (0.171–0.460) 0.356 (0.208–0.504) 0.408 (0.221–0.596)

1
2 0.356 (0.193–0.519) 0.356 (0.208–0.504) 0.356 (0.193–0.519)

2
3 0.408 (0.221–0.596) 0.356 (0.208–0.504) 0.315 (0.171–0.460)

1 0.580 (0.315–0.846) 0.356 (0.208–0.504) 0.256 (0.139–0.374)

the corresponding estimates of the Bloch-Kraemer weighted
kappas for the three categories, labeled A, B, and C, for
Uve distinct values of H and the associated 95% conUdence
intervals.Le statistics for category B inTable 5 are equivalent
for all values of H because $̂&+ = $̂+& = 120/174 =0.690. Le estimate of the overall kappa for these data isN̂ = 0.356 with 95% conUdence interval (0.229–0.482).
Furthermore, all the estimates of the category kappas N̂!(1/2)
have the same value 0.356. Lus, in this hypothetical case
the overall kappa is a perfect summary coeQcient of the
three category kappas. Due to Lemma 14, we know that the
overall kappa also roughly summarizes the other Bloch-
Kraemer weighted kappas. However, these weighted kappas
have quite distinct values. Lese data illustrate that while the
overall kappa is always a summary coeQcient of all types of
Bloch-Kraemer category kappas, it can be a perfect summary
coeQcient for a particular type of weighted kappas. On the
contrary, while the overall kappa may summarize one type of
category coeQcients perfectly, it can still be a poor summary
coeQcient for other types of category coeQcients.

7. Conclusion

Cohen’s kappa is a commonly used association measure
for summarizing agreement between two observers on a
nominal scale. Le coeQcient reduces the ratings of the two
observers to a single real number. In general, this leads to
a substantial loss of information. A more complete picture
of the interobserver agreement is obtained by assessing
the degree of agreement on the individual categories [18].
Lere are various association coeQcients that can be used
to describe the information for each category separately.
Examples are the sensitivity and speciUcity of a category, the
positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and the
Bloch-Kraemer weighted kappa. Once we have selected a
category coeQcient we have multiple coeQcients describing
the agreement between the observers, one for each category. If
one is interested in a single number that roughly summarizes
the agreement between the observers, what overall coeQcient
should be used? Le results derived in this paper show that
the overall observed agreement, Cohen’s kappa, and Scott’s pi
are proper overall coeQcients. Each coeQcient is a weighted
average of certain category coeQcients and therefore its value

lies somewhere between the minimum and maximum of
the category coeQcients. We enumerate some of the new
interpretations that were found.

(1) Suppose each category coeQcient is the same special
case of the function in (5). Examples are the sensitiv-
ity, positive predictive value, and the Dice coeQcient.
Le observed agreement is a weighted average of the
category coeQcients (Lemma 13).

(2) Suppose that each category coeQcient is the same
Bloch-Kraemer weighted kappa in (12). Len Cohen’s
kappa is a weighted average of the weighted kappas
(Lemma 14).

(3) Suppose that each category coeQcient is the intraclass
kappa in (14). Len Scott’s pi is a weighted average of
the intraclass kappas (Lemma 15).

(4) Suppose that the value of a coeQcient under chance
is the value under statistical independence. Further-
more, suppose that each category coeQcient is the
same special case of the general function in (7). Exam-
ples are the sensitivity, speciUcity, positive predictive
value, negative predictive value, the observed agree-
ment, and the Dice coeQcient. Len Cohen’s kappa
is both a weighted average of the chance-corrected
category coeQcients and a chance-corrected version
of a weighted average of the category coeQcients
(Lemma 16).

An illustration of Lemma 14 was presented in Section 6.
Le lemmas presented in this paper show that there is an
abundance of category coeQcients of which the observed
agreement and Cohen’s kappa are summary coeQcients. Le
results provide a basis for using these overall coeQcients
if one is only interested in a single number that roughly
summarizes the agreement between the observers. If, on the
other hand, one is interested in understanding the patterns of
agreement and disagreement, one can report various category
coeQcients for the individual categories or consider log-
linear or latent class models that can be used to model the
agreement [19].
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